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1. Describe the general theoretical framework evolved from Salvador Rueda about Social Interaction and Cohesion 

(use, infrastructure, demographics). Consider going to the website BCNecologia but only for background – you will 

not find specific information to this there. 

Salvador Rueda is a proponent of the idea of ecological urbanism which attempts to describe the city as an organism 

and, as a result, more wholly integrate it into the natural environment. This approach focuses heavily on human 

activity and interaction within the urban fabric which it quantifies using three primary fields: land use for social, 

housing, and employment purposes; demographics defined by age, income, and culture; and infrastructure in the 

form of transportation and information services. These fields are further divided into a number of measurable 

quantities which can be used as a basis of comparison. The overall goal of this system is to provide a method for 

comparing locations and pinpoint aspects that contribute to their success or failure, allowing for more informed urban 

design decisions.  

2. Describe two to three urban qualities within the primary categories and find how they are measured in the circle 

diagrams. 

Many of the usage qualities focus on the character of the measured space. Examples include vegetation variety, light 

and sound levels, and air quality. Demographic information such as age or birthplace is often gathered through direct 

observation or through interviews. Infrastructure qualities like sidewalk width or wifi strength can be measured with 

simple tools. Each category also has quantities like available seating which are measured through qualitative 

judgements. The circle diagrams are constructed by taking this measurements at a series of distributed points 

throughout the location of interest. The resulting values are graphed on a radial plot as a solid arc segment while the 

average value for the total space is marked by a solid tone shading. 

3. Describe one example of a pattern that emerged in Barcelona relating a comparison between a Superilla and a 

comparative space such as Gracia or Enric de Granados. 

The Poblenou superilla represents and interesting middle ground in the development of the urban 

fabric. Poblenou was a semi-autonomous village that was absorbed into greater Barcelona. Compared to 

some of the more regulated superillas, it possesses a higher variety of shops, foods, and demographics 

in keeping with its pueblo heritage. When compared to an even smaller locale such as the plazas of 

Gracia, we see that Poblenou possesses a much higher access to both vehicular and public transit along 

with a higher diversity of job types. The decreased ease of access to the Gracia plazas may actually work 

in their favor as it maintains their atmosphere as an urban refuge. 


